
From the Dean

The Kinne Legacy is a labor of love.  So many contributed in their
own way to bring this extraordinary exhibition to the Alexander Brest 
Gallery. Dr. Kinne was deeply respected and admired. Our mission 
was to do Fran justice and to illustrate the story of her exceptional
life for those who knew her well and to educate future generations.
On behalf of all who brought the Kinne Legacy to life, I hope you 
enjoy this remarkable collection.  

- Dr. Timothy Snyder, Dean, Linda Berry Stein College of Fine Arts 

The ambitious Jacksonville University of today owes a tremendous debt of gratitude to the remarkable 
Dr. Frances Bartlett Kinne. Fran embodied our University motto, Fiat Lux – Let There Be Light, as 
she filled our world with light, joy, hope and courage. As we mourned her passing last year during 
the emergence of the pandemic, we are forever thankful for the precious time we shared, and for the 
unique wisdom and leadership she modeled for us all. “Legacy” is determined by the impact on the 
lives of others, and Fran’s influence is immeasurable. Her legacy will extend through generations — 
and around the globe for years to come — with a lasting challenge to each of us: to live life as well,
for others, as she did for 102 memorable years. She has left an indelible mark on our university and 
will forever be in our hearts.
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For more information or accommodations
please contact, Vickie Jones at vjones11@ju.edu

Legacy

Alexander Brest Gallery, Phillips Fine Arts 
Building, Jacksonville University



[Left] Iconic Red Suit with Beaded Sweater 

[Center] Saudi Arabian Ceremonial Gown with Gold Thread 

[Right] Classic Sequin Gown
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Fran in 8th Grade Bertha (Olson) Bartlett at the age of 100  
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[Top left and in display case] Handwritten Childhood Journal
(ca. 1925)

[Bottom left in display case] - “The Golden Whistle” Program Frances Bartlett 
as the lead, center, front row

[Top right] Close up of display case



[Left, Center, Right] USO Hostess Dance Celebration
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[Close up] USO display case

[Close up] USO letter in display case
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Chair Owned by 
Frances Bartlett Kinne’s grandmother  
19th c.

Portraits of Frances Bartlett Kinne, Lt. Col. Harry L. Kinne, 
Bertha Bartlett (mother) and Charles M. Bartlett (father) 
H. Kaneko 
Japanese
1949 
Oil on canvas 



Document signed by Josiah Bartlett (1729-1795) 
Lawyer and Physician, first Governor of New Hampshire and 
signer of the Declaration of Independence. Presented to Jacksonville 
University in honor of his descendant, Dr. Frances Bartlett Kinne, 
who at the time was Dean of the College of Fine Arts
From the collection of C. Edward Bryan

Sitting Room Re-creation 
Including Antique Silver Tea Set, Antique Japanese Dolls
and Chair from the Carl Swisher Estate, Early 20th Century 
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[Close up] Germany, the Occupation and a Ph.D
(1955-1957)

Doctoral Diploma, University of Frankfurt
“A Comparative Study of British Traditional Ballads
and American Indigenous Ballads”



[Left] Teapot, Ancient Korean Celadon

[Right] Bowl, 15th Century Emperor Chenghu Ming  
Xianzong Zhu Jianshen 
(1464-1487) 

China, Imari Ware from Kinne Wedding  
Japan 



“I was fortunate to have been loved by two 
great men and to have been married to them.”  
On December 12, 1992, Fran married Col. M. 
Worthington Bordley “Wordy” in a private 
ceremony at the home of Ash Verlander.  Both 
Harry (Kinne) and Wordy had brilliant combat 
records - the former in Europe, the latter in 
the South Pacific in WWII and in Korea during 
the Korean War. Each of them had Presidential 
Citations and Bronze Stars with Oak Leaf 
Clusters, and Wordy had both a Silver Star and 
Purple Heart. The latter was awarded to him 
as a young officer in the 7th Cavalry Division 
fighting in the Solomon Islands. 
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[Left] Vittorio Reggianini  
1888 
Oil on canvas

[Right] Raquel Rodriguez ’77 
Forgotten Walls, 2016
Acrylic on canvas 
Courtesy of Tim Cost ’81 and Stephanie Cost

Internationally recognized artist and Jacksonville University alumna 
Raquel Carreras Rodriguez draws and paints in watercolors, ink, 
acrylics, oils and mixed media. Her work has been showcased in 
numerous local establishments and in private collections in Florida 
and in Spain. Presently her style is contemporary impressionistic, 
although she executes abstract painting, abstract realism and coloristic 
interpretations. Forgotten Walls is one of her acrylic works on loan from 
the personal collection of Tim Cost ’81 and Stephanie Cost.

WLPS
‘Graduates’ of the Wilma’s Little People School regularly reached out to
Dr. Fran Kinne with hugs of affection during their Leaving Ceremonies
held outside the President’s Office at Jacksonville University.
 
“Wilma’s Little People School (WLPS) was established in 1973, under a different 
name, when Dr. Fran Kinne was Dean of Fine Arts. Dr. Kinne is remembered as 
a present and positive force in the life and progress of the on-campus preschool. 
She raved about the progress and looked the other way when still-damp paint 
rubbed off artwork and onto her new blue suit. How does WLPS say “thank 
you” to Dr. Frances Bartlett Kinne? Perhaps an underdone cake or a finger-
painted masterpiece? Certainly, WLPS sends much love and gratitude for her 
help over the past 47 years.”
 - Dr. Kay Johnson, Founding Director, Wilma’s Little People’s School  



[Close up] Wall of Fame
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Jacksonville University  
Captain’s Chair from  
President’s Office 



New Eyes/New Careers
(1958 - 1978)

[Close up] New Eyes/New Careers display case
(1958 - 1978)
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[Top left] Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
(1844 - 1908)
Russian nationalist composer Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov was a member of The Five,
a group of prominent 19th-century musicians whose works and promotion of Russian 
music shaped a national style of classical music that influenced generations of Russian 
and European composers. Presented here is an autograph musical quotation from the 
opera Snegurochka (”The Snow Maiden”) signed and inscribed in Russian. 

[Bottom Left] Pablo de Sarasate 
(1844-1908)

Spanish violin virtuoso, composer and conductor Pablo de Sarasate won international 
recognition as one of the greatest violinists for his purity of  tone and brilliance of 
technique.  He produced a number of compositions for violin, including folk songs, 
Spanish dances and the Jota de San Fernim for orchestra.

[Right] Ruggero Leoncavallo 
(1857-1919)

Italian opera composer and librettist known for his opera Pagliacci, Ruggero 
Leoncavallo published numerous collections of his songs and opera excerpts.
Presented here is an inscription inside one such album dedicated to Wilhelm Jahn, 
director of the Vienna Court Opera from 1880 to 1897 and principal conductor of
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra from 1882 to 1883.

To the celebrated Maestro Jahn, with all admiration for the great artist and gratitude to a 
charming and good friend.  

As a sign of eternal devotion, 
R. Leoncavallo 
Vienna, November 21, 1893

TREASURES FROM THE KINNE MUSIC LIBRARY 

Dr. Kinne’s life-long passion for classical music is reflected in the breadth of her personal music 
library.  Among the hundreds of scores and recordings in her collection are these autograph 
manuscripts, score fragments and correspondence from international musical figures of the 
19th and 20th centuries.

[Left] Giacomo Meyerbeer 
(1791-1864)

German opera composer known for his works of French grand opera, which is characterized by 
elaborate sets, costumes and spectacle, Giacomo Meyerbeer dominated the Parisian opera scene 
from 1831 to his death.  Presented here is an autograph RSVP to an unidentified recipient.  

Honored Sir and Friend: 

 My sincerest thanks for your kind invitation.  It will give me the greatest  pleasure to attend 
this celebration, but, unfortunately, I have some company which will leave tomorrow, and who called
on me today at noon.  I must therefore forego the pleasure which you so graciously extended to me. 
Accept my sincerest regrets for being unable to accept your kindness for the invitation.  

       Yours truly,   
       Meyerbeer 
[Top right] Giacomo Puccini 
(1858-1924)

The leading Italian opera composer of his generation and exponent of verismo, or operatic realism, 
Puccini’s works are among the most frequently performed in the repertoire.  Presented is an 
autograph thematic fragment of his most famous work, La Bohème.

[Bottom Right] Percy Grainger 
(1882-1961)

Australian-American composer, pianist and conductor Percy Grainger was heavily influenced
by English folk music. He is best remembered for his orchestral and wind band works,
including Molly on the Shore, presented here in score fragment.
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Jacksonville University Presidential Sculpture
Attributed to Murano Glass Movement
Circa 1960s

Jacksonville University
2800 University Blvd. N.
Jacksonville, FL 32211
(904) 256-8000

Dr. Frances Bartlett Kinne dedicated 62 years to serving Jacksonville University, 
its students and the community of Northeast Florida. She was a legendary 
educator, leader and visionary.

Our University would not be what it is today without her.

Your gift in memory of Dr. Kinne will ensure that her legacy of selfless service 
and support of others will live on at Jacksonville University.

Please visit www.ju.edu/kinnelegacy/give to give today.

Kinne Century Society

The Kinne Century Society was established in 2020, to honor the life and legacy 
of our former Jacksonville University President and Chancellor Emerita.

The University’s most generous supporters are recognized with membership in 
this exclusive annual giving society in recognition of a gift of $25,000 or more 
to JU’s Greatest Needs or the JU Scholarship Fund in a calendar year.

To become a member of the Kinne Century Society, or for more information 
on making a gift in Dr. Kinne’s honor, please contact the Office of University 
Advancement at (904) 256-7045 or supportju@ju.edu.


